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Rolvaag Told Problems
Of Library, Education
Governor Karl Rolvaag, on his tour
The five are:
of the Moorhead State campus Wed
i f The library has about 60,000
nesday, October 21, held various in
formal visits with students concern volumes and requires 85,000 volumes
ed with the educational patterns at more, at a cost of about $556,000, to
meet the minimum standards set by
Moorhead State.
the American Library Association.
At a luncheon held in Kise Com
i f A lack of money to permit facul
mons the governor learned of the lack
of books in Livingston Lord Library ty research.
and the policy that closes the doors
if Moorhead State has an actual
of the library on Saturday evenings 25-to-l student-teacher ratio, compar
and all day Sunday.
ed with the existing 20-to-l ratio pro
The governor agreed with one girl's
comment that education method cour
ses are insulting to the normal in
telligence by stating that he has long
disagreed with professional educators
on this point.
When asked about Moorhead State's
new selective admissions policy which
came into effect this fall, Governor
Rolvaag noted that with enrollment
increasing the way it is, selective ad
missions will probably become more
of a necessary practice.
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Vote Tuesday: The Choice Is Yours

College Students Lethargic
In Past Voting Performance

vided by the legislature for the state
colleges. This is a great handicap to
Young people have been sorely
the students as compared with many
private college students of the state. negligent in fulfilling their electoral
responsibilities. In a recent presiden
i f Because of the lack of sufficient tial election only 52% of people in
funds, it is difficult to recruit pro their twenties cast a ballot compared
fessors of the caliber MSC needs.
to 82% of American voters in their
i f A problem arises with trying to sixties who had voted in the same
operate the campus school as funds election.
for this operation are obtained in part
College students in particular can
by diverting money designated for
not afford to yield to complacency.
college operation.
College graduates are America's lead
"I am impressed with the quality ers. They must be willing to influence
of the students and faculty at this the future of their country and the
world. This election will set the course
school".
of history for the next eight years.
This was the quote given this re The reason for campus political
porter by Governor Rolvaag at the lethargy is twofold:
close of his tour of the campus' class
1. Students engrossed in their acroom buildings.

Governor Rolvaag and his party of
legislators and officials were taken, by
groups, on a tour of the educational
facilities of the campus. The gover
nor's group, led by English instruc
tor, Duane Scribner included Presi
dent Neumaier and Charles Mourin,
president of the State College Board.
The governor's day at Moorhead
They visited six classrooms and at
tended a lecture in Humanities held State was part of his visits to Min
in Weld Auditorium where some 500 nesota's state college campus' and
students meet for this required course. their educational facilities. With him
on the tour were Mrs. Rolvaag, State
Five major problems, derived from Commissioner of Administration Step
insufficient funds, were outlined by hen Quigley, eight legislators, five re
Dr. Neumaier at a briefing session presentatives of the Minnesota State
held in the president's office late in College Board and other educational
the afternoon.
leaders.

ademic, extracurricular and social ac
tivities, often lose sight of national
and world issues. The daily newspa
per is not a staple for most students
on American campuses.

and Austria last year, more than 94%
of the electorate voted. Canada, West
Germany, Sweden, and Denmark all
exceeded 80%, and Britain and France
topped 70%. Even Japan, a relative
newcomer as a democracy had a voter
2. Although many eligible students turnout of 73.7%.
intend to vote, they fail to do so due
to lack of information. Voter registra
2. If one person per precinct had
tion deadlines go by unnoticed and altered their vote in the I960 presi
absentee voting rules are rarely pub dential election the fate of the elec
licized.
tion would have been reversed.
3. A survey conducted for the Am
The following facts point up the prob
erican Heritage Foundation reveals:
lem:
1. Only 63.8% of all Americans of
voting age voted in the 1960 presiden Age
tial election. In contrast to this, when 21-29
national elections were held in Italy 30-49
50-

Several other subjects were on the
agenda for the evening. The Student
Commission voted to defer until the
next meeting the appointment of stu
dents to serve on the Council on
Student Affairs, Welcome Week Com
mittee (Co-Chairmen), Student Hand
book Committee and the College
Union Planning Board. The Commis
sion also approved the resolution to
recommend student representatives for
the following committees: Honors
Convocation, Commencement, Plant
and Development, Convocation Com
mittee. They also recommended that
two students be placed on the Civil
Defense Sub-Committee and that the
Student Commission recommend these
students to fill the vacancies.
Dean Dux announced that the Bal
lard Hall parking lot is to be resur
faced and will take approximately one
week. Students are asked to park in
other lots until it is finished.
A maximum charge per person of
50^ for all-college dances was sug
gested and approved unanimously.

Programs for Outstanding Studentsone student
Diane Disse
Jane Parker
Diane Bergeson
Ann Lee

An open meeting of the Council
on Student Affairs was held yester
day at which time requirements
for Who's Who were discussed.
Residts of the meeting will be
published in the next issue of the
Mistic.

Dr. Magel Elected
Society President

A plague in memory of Mrs. Vir
ginia Grantham, which was purchas
Dr. Charles Magel, associate pro
ed by the Student Commission, was
shown and discussion followed on a fessor of philosophy at Moorhead
State College, was elected president
suitable place of display.
of the Minnesota Philosophical Socie
Lynn Johnson was appointed to look ty at an annual meeting held October
into the possibility of putting on file 24 on the MSC campus. He served
in the library copies of the Student during the past year as vice president.
Government minutes, Intersorority
Prof. David Sipsle of Carleton Col
Council minutes and Interfraternity lege was elected vice president, and
minutes.
Prof. Hilary Freeman of St. Cath
erine's was named secretary-treasurer.
' A committee was set up to define
use of the Student Commission room
The meeting, attended by about 40
and facilities.
persons from 15 colleges, was held at
Moorhead State in recognition of the
The following nominations were new philosophy department establish
made for committee postions:
ed here in 1962. Members were said
to be impressed by the rate of de
Library-one student
velopment of the department.
Roberta Engelmann
The Philosophical Society will af
Tony Thompson
filiate with the Minnesota Academy
Adult Education and ETV-one student of Science of which Dr. Frank Noice,
chairman of natural sciences at MSC,
Al Bright
is president-elect.
Rick Vierzba

38%
75%

81%

Likely not
to Register

24%

12%
9%

History Students
Visit Winnipeg
The Canadian History Class of
Moorhead State College leaves today
for a 2 day field trip to Canada. Dr.
Victor Peters is the class instructor.
Barry Goldwater

Lyndon Johnson

Highlights of the trip include a
tour of the University of Manitoba
and a talk by Professor W. L. Mor
ton, a. leading Canadian Historian, a
visit to the Legislative Building in
Winnipeg and an interview with The
Honourable Dufferin Roblin, Premier
of Manitoba.

Literary Publication
r?Sw
99
May Sing

Convocations-one student
Sharon Jacobson
Wayne McFarland
Development and Public Relationsone student
Does Moorhead State College want
Dana Miller
a student-faculty publication? This
Tom Collins
question faces members of the English
Financial Aids to Students-four stu Department as they decide whether
Convivio will be published this spring.
dents
Marv Romsland
Lack of enthusiasm on the part of
Butch Schulstad
students seems to indicate that there
Mike Lestina
is not enough interest in the magazine
Steve Boyle
to publish it in 1964, according to
(Continued on page 8)
Dr. Clarence Glasrud, Chairman of
the Department of English and Dr.
Roland Dille, faculty advisor of
Convivio.

Who's Who Meeting

Likely to Vote

Students must be alerted to the ser
iousness of their complacency. The
above survey must be proven wrong!
The above statistical information is
from Why Don't More American's
Vote? by Alfred Balk.

S. C. Nominates Students
For Committee Posts
The establishment of an academic
atmosphere in the library was the sub
ject of discussion at the Student Com
mission meeting Thursday, October
22. Gloria West and Lyle Rud vol
unteered to serve on a committee to
investigate the problem and make sug
gestions on improving the situation.
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A magazine of this type requires a
feeling of interest on the part of the
student body as well as the faculty.
Funds are available and all that re

Saturday's agenda includes a tour
of historical sights: Lower Fort Garry,
mains is enough show of enthusiasm a Hudson Bay fort, and a tour of
to merit publication.
ethnic communities and churches,
(French: St. Boniface, Ukrainian Pub
Dr. Glasrud expressed the hope that
lishers and a Hutterite Community).
Convivio could possibly become a
quarterly publication which would
Greetings from the City of Winni
necessitate changing the present for peg by Alderman Ernest Enns and
mat.
a talk on "Crime and Delinquency in
Manuscripts may be submitted to
Dr. Dille at any time. Anyone inter
ested in working on Convivio may also
contact Dr. Dille.

Canada", by Mr. David Rempel, chief
probation officer for Western Canada,
will be heard Saturday night at a
German setting dinner at The Happy
Vineyard.

Whether or not Convivio goes to
press in the spring is up to the stu
dent body, so if you have an interest
in either submitting a manuscript or
working on the staff, see Dr. Dille.

The tour will culminate Sunday
with a luncheon at The Nan-King
Chinese Restaurant with Professor R.
Gagne speaking on the "FrenchCanadian Point-of-View."

Education, Travel Ambition
Of Eastern Europeans
"We are fortunate in so many ways. have an increasing desire for the stu
One should never forget how privileg dy of the English language. Language
ed we Americans are".
laboratories are kept busy day and
night helping people to learn this
This quotation exemplifies the talk factor of universal trend. This is a
given by Mrs. Eugenie Anderson, Min factor that brings one closer to the
ister to Bulgaria, at convocation last idea that "a common language will
Wednesday.
help us break the barrier of world
communication".
Speaking before the faculty and
students of Moorhead State, Mrs. An
The speaker, in closing her talk,
derson described the changes that emphasized the quality of trust be
have been taking place in Eastern tween people. She stated that "if you
Europe and the satellite countries. lose the trust in society, you lose the
These changes characterize the spirit basis of all ... "Let us beware of
of the Eastern Europeans in what is people who would destroy this trust".
called the "spirit of change".
"We Americans must continue de
Mrs. Anderson pointed out that monstrating to all. We have the pow
there is a magnetic attraction of free er to defend peace and the will to
dom to Eastern Europe. There is a preserve it".
"universal yearning for travel". More
people are coming behind the Iron
Mrs. Anderson has been Minister
Curtain than ever before. "Tourism to Bulgaria since 1962 when she was
is a two way street".
appointed by President Kennedy. She
had previously held the office of
Students behind the Iron Curtain Ambassador to Denmark. Former Pre

sident Truman appointed her to that
post in 1948 whereupon she became
our first woman ambassador. Before
leaving Denmark Mrs. Anderson re
ceived the Grand Cross from Kine
Edward.

Mrs. Eugenie Anderson
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Editorials
With the election this year we had to face the choice of
whether or not to endorse a candidate for the presidency. The
decision not to make a staff endorsement was made because the
staff is split, the school is split and ... I am split. The theories
and ideals of Barry Goldwater appeal to many people who be
lieve that the American heritage is one of "do-it-yourself."
I include myself within this group. Federal aid and control
are too dangerous to an individual's personality and a nation's per
sonality. It is easy to sit back and let other agents take care of
things. I am not saying that the motives of federal aid and con
trol proponents are wrong, but good intentions often create hate
and resentment. Furthermore, it is extremely unlikely that a con
servative administration could repeal such acts as Social Security,
but they may be able to stop the growth of government.
So, it seems as if I have come to some sort of conclusion;
voting is not easy this year.
Last night I saw the Israel Youth Symphony: A group of peo
ple who have a purpose in their life and a talent to develop and
share.
One of the members said that conductor Shalom Ronly
Riklis commended the audience as intelligent because they did
not applaud between movements. Audiences in Chicago and New
York were guilty of this.
The performance of a contemporary work by Israeli com
poser and violinist Kaminsky seemed to be the most characteristic
of the group. The agitation and restlessness of the fight for in
dependence could be felt in their performance.
The law of compromise shall prevail. Of the 16 interested
students who bothered to express their opinion on the name of
this newspaper, a majority favors The Mistic. From comments,
however, there seems to be a strong feeling for some identification
with the college. In view of these two factors I believe the Moor
had State Mistic would be the most effective name. Again, com
ments are welcome before the next issue.
D. D.

Letters to the Editor
To The Editor:
There seems to be quite a bit of question about this year's process
for nominating Homecoming queen candidates, and the fact that only sor
ority girls were included as finalists. I hope this letter will clear up any
misconceptions.

Dragon Fire!
by Henry Fehrenbacher
WEDNESDAY - Find a companionable companion and drive to Minnea
polis . . . sunbathe, swim, sauna, shampoo, shave, shower at mote . . . ea
at Kashmiri Room, which has nothing to do either in decor or oo wi
Kashmir, not even a cashmere in sight . . . attend A Night or
ea e,
entertainment by Guthrie players and folk singers for Free Southern
ea e
of Tougaloo College (Negro) in Jackson, Miss . . . drink Dortmunder Union
beer at The Gaslight, whose white exterior makes the rich, honky-ton per
iod interior a delightful surprise; piano and banjo artists perform not
honky-tonk, but, happily, music of the 1920's and 30 s . . . dash across street
for nightcap at The Mixers, most beat bar in the Twin Cities, patronized
by U. of M. students . . . THURSDAY - up at noon, already light outside
. . . two eggs up and milk ... to Minneapolis auditorium basement to see
commercial booths, bewildering number of them, free coffee, free 7-Up, free
Christian Science Monitors handed out by ever-smiling elderly ladies . . . hear
someone say "small world after all," go up to main auditorium, see 36
chairs on stage, enough to scare one away from all general sessions . . .
escape to movie Topkapi to renew memories of Istanbul . . . eat dinner at
Freddie's where the Greek salad is as classic as Greek art . . . see movie
Cartouche, great fun . . .to Big Al's where Dorothy Donergan is at the jazz
piano—Dorothy a performer who enjoys her work, not a clockwatcher, plays
two hours straight . . . FRIDAY — recovery by swim and sauna at pre-dawn
hour, relatively speaking, of 11 a.m. ... to Radisson hotel, no tickets
($3.00) available for dinner at which Tyrone Guthrie is to speak (although
there are 50 empty places), walk block to The Poodle, have corned beef
sandwich with all one can eat for 50C save $2.50 . . . my God, it s Friday!—
too late . . . have a Bud (40tf) to calm conscience, only $2.10 saved . .
return to Radisson, hear Guthrie speak, for free . . . second speaker on Eng
lish also excellent . . . have three-minute interview with Guthrie, ask him
(1) if college stage productions are worth attending since they are acted by
beginners and (2) if a critical evaluation of college plays should be given in
school paper . . . attend journalism advisors meeting, again worthwhile
speakers, hear of sad plight of journalism classes and high school papers . . .
free coffee and rolls . . . hike to The Dome of Capp-Towers motel to meet
Sunday school teacher from Silver Bay, devoutly suggest tea, she orders
double shot of Scotch . . . off to dated decor of McCarthy's, piously order
shrimp Carlyle, conscience clear .•. . meal so good it must be sinful, con
science happily clouded again . . . back downtown to enjoy wit of Shaw and
direction of Guthrie in St. Joan . . . boob in row behind comments on play
to idiotic girl companion . . . back to motel for late TV show, decide for
millionth time never to buy a set . . . SATURDAY — swim, sauna routine
again . . . lunch at Scandia restaurant, a Mardi Gras sandwich, superb .
listen to Minnesota game on way home, 91 yard run by Minnesota player .
stop at St. Benedict's college to see art exhibit . . . hour discussion with two
professors back from three months in India . . . decide to go to India .
pick up two hitch-hikers from St. John's university and return them there,
hear university church bells gloriously ringing, all five of them, listen to
monks sing Gregorian chant; university church now a Minnesota tourist at
traction with 100,000 visitors a year . . . with depleted funds manage a 19^
hamburger in Alexandria . . . great thing, these MEA conventions . . . per
haps I should join!

Republican Civil Rights
Subject Of Smurr Talk
"The fact is that the Republican
Party has completely reversed its
stand on civil rights since the first
civil rights bill was passed in 1875."
This, out of context, is what Dr. Wil
liam Smurr said in his discussion on
"The Republican Party and Civil
Rights" last Monday night. Dr. Smurr
elaborated on this statement by point
ing out that in the instance of the
Dred Scott Case of the 1870's, the
Republican Party was the agent which
pressed the case to bring about Scott's
victory. The issue the Republican
Party supported was the question:
"Is, or is not, the Negro a 100% citizen
of the United States?" The final de
cision was "yes" and Scott is one of
the few negroes that ever won a
law suit based on civil rights.

Late last spring letters went out to ALL organizations concerning
nomination and election of queen candidates. Again this fall a similar
letter went out discussing the qualifications a nominee must meet in order
to be eligible as a candidate. These letters were sent to all organizations;
from religious groups, political groups, and dormitory councils to off-campus
organizations: EVERY ORGANIZATION CHARTERED AT MSC WAS
CONTACTED. These organizations would involve approximately 1,100
dormitory residents and from the 30-some groups on campus approximately
400 club members this is not including the off-campus men's and women's
associations in which any person living off-campus has the right to become
active thus making approximately 1,200 persons not housed in dormitories
"On the other hand", Dr. Smurr
eligible to nominate. All these figures total up to 2,600 students who had
every right to nominate Homecoming queen candidates. (The college en said, "The Republican Party became
rollment also includes people taking extension courses which accounts for State's Rights-ists when it became
tired of the New Deal." Now it is
the nearly 200 other students.)
A new regulation was put into practice this year. In order to avoid
the confusion of last year's meeting to'nominate possible queen candidates,
letters nominating girls for queen became the new policy. In other words,
anyone who could write and either belonged to an organization on campus,
lived in a residence hall or was an off-campus student involved in the
off-campus associations could nominate a girl IF he was interested enough
to do so.
Anyone not involved in at least one of these campus organizations
probably cares very little for the general welfare of the campus and could
care less about who would be nominated for Homecoming queen.
Ruth Poels
Mike Lestina
Homecoming Chairmen, 1964

CAMPUS CAFE
SERVING
BREAKFAST-COMPLETE DINNERS
DAILY SPECIALS—HOMEADE PASTRIES
NEWELY REMODELED-FORMERLY SHARELS COFFEE NOOK

1010 7 AVE. S.

OPEN 7 A.M.-10 P.M.

Jack Younquist
Art Exhibited
In Minneapolis

KFME-TV
Monday, Nov. 2
2:20 p.m. — Conversational Spanish
6:30 — What's New?
7:00 — Challenge: Harnessing the Rainbow
7:30 — American Crisis: The Young
Americans
8:50 — Cultures and Continents
9:00 — Conversational Spanish
9:30 — And all that Jazz
Tuesday, Nov. 3
6:30 — What's New?
7:00 — Discovery and Brookfiekl Zoo
7:30 — What is Man?
8:00 - Saki
8:50 — Concerto
9:00 — Type Right
9:30 — Heritage on Canvas
Wednesday, Nov. 4
6:30 — What's New?
7:00 — Town and Country
7:30 — Changing World
8:30 — The Indian Experiment
9:00 — Efficient Reading
9:30 — Of People and Politics
Thursday, Nov. 5
6:30 — What's New?
7:00 — Museum of the Plains
7:30 — What is Man?
8:00 — Theatre Thirteen
Friday, Nov. 6
6:30 — What's New?
7:00 — Antiques
8:00— The Films of George Melies
9:00 — From Type to Paper

the Supreme Court that defends the
Negro, and the Republican Party
takes the part of the conservative who
says, "You mustn't go so fast, Mr
Black." Dr. Smurr said that at the
time of the Dred Scott case, the Re
publican Party was pushing too hard
for the Negro, and that now it is the
Negroes who are pushing too hard
for themselves. He went on to say
that there are two types of Negroes
the riotous type who goes after "it'
with his Harlem brothers, and the
peaceful type who goes after "it" in
court. We could turn the civil right
issue over to either one of these
groups, or we could put all Negroes
on a constitutional dole which would
make them not first class citizens
not second class citizens, but second
and-a-half-class citizens. This way
they could do almost as much as the
whites, but not quite as much as they
want to do. All three of these plans
would be disastrous, because the
Negro may come to accept the re
suiting condition as a fate, and try
ing to improve that would be im
possible to do in our generation.
What will the Negro do? It's hard
to tell when those who have been so
influential in the civil rights issue
throughout history can't even estab
lish a pattern of their own.

Election Issues
Topic For IRC Meet
On Monday, November 2, the In
ternational Relations Club will spon
sor a panel discussion on "Issues of
the 1964 Election Campaign." Parti
cipants in the discussion will be mem
bers of the Young Republican League
and Young Democratic-Farmer-La
bor Club, of Moorhead State Col
lege. The place will be the Library
Auditorium, and the time, 7:30 p.m.
Everyone student or faculty member,
is cordially invited to attend what
should prove to be an extremely in
teresting and entertaining program
Also, remember that election day
Tuesday, November 3. Be sure i
vote!

Mr. John Youngquist, Instructor of
art at Moorhead State College, will
have a one-man exhibit of paintings
and drawings at the Kilbride-Bradley
Gallery, 60 South 10th St., Minnea
polis, opening Friday, October 30th.
Mr. Youngquist is a graduate of
the Universities of Minnesota and
Iowa and has studied at the Art
Students League in New York and in
San Miguel, Mexico. He will show 35
oils, watercolors and drawings. They
include landscapes done in California
and on Lake Superior, where he spent
the last two summers, and figure
drawings done in mixed experimental
media.
The exhibit will be on view until
November 14.

VALLEY GUN
& SPORT SHOP
Everything For The
Hunter

112 South 5th — Moorhead

There are 30,000 pa
perbacks in print your
bookstore will be glad
to

Special
Order
any

Paper
back
for you.

M. S. C.
Bookstore
8:30 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
Monday through Friday

*

\
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YGOP, YDFL Heads
Comment on Candidates

Question Of The Year

Who Do You Support?

Barry Goldwater
by Doug Johnson, President of YGOP has shown that nations get into war
Barry Goldwater does not promise because of weakness not preparedness
medi-care for the aged through our and that aggression increases as na
social security system. Barry" Gold- tions back down.
water does not promise aimless "antiBarry Goldwater does promise to
poverty" programs for the poor. Barry
maintain the highest of character and
Goldwater does not promise more and
morality. He will not tolerate graft
more programs of farm supports for
and corruption in the highest office
the farmer.
in our land. He will expose those who
Barry Goldwater does not promise are attempting to take advantage of
these programs, despite whether or his position. He will publicly clear
not desirable, because he cannot force away clouds of corruption over the
any congress to pass these measures. white house.
The power in passing these programs
Barry Goldwater does not promise
lies in the hands of your congress
that if he is elected there will be
men.
something for everyone. B a r r y
Barry Goldwater does promise Goldwater does promise what he can
things he can carry out, Barry Gold- carry out. He promises a strong for
water does promise a strong foreign eign policy with peace through pre
policy for all nations. He believes, as paredness and he promises highest
have others in the past, that peace character and morality in public and
comes through preparedness. History private life.

Lyndon Johnson
by Tom Bertek, President of the YDFL

Mike Kaiser, freshman from Moor- Mary Kay Metzroth, sophomore from Ron Carlson, senior from Fergus
Falls:
Fargo:
head:
"I'm supporting Goldwater. The
'In preference to Goldwater or present administration has no definite
"I'm supporting Goldwater. He's
the man for the job because the Johnson I would rather see a victory foreign or domestic policies. They're a
country needs a change. Johnson for a write-in candidate, such as 'do-nothing' administration. I feel that
seems too much like a 'do-nothing' Lodge or Rockefeller. I believe both the Goldwater-Miller policies will
presidential candidates entertain fala- help to alternate this 'do-nothing'
president."
cies unbecoming to the office of pre trend which has been going on for the
sident."
past four years since Eisenhower left
office."

President Johnson has 28 years of experience in higher government.
This began as a US Congressman and in 1948 he was elected to the US
Senate. He has served as Senate Majority Leader. In 1960 he was elected
as Vice President and in 1963 he became president after the death of Presi
dent John F. Kennedy. Now at 56 years of age he is campaigning for presi
dent of the United States of America.
President Johnson has experience and definite stands on many politi
cal issues. He works closely with labor and believes that jobs are of major
concern and there should be 75 million jobs in America.
Education for every American is a goal of President Johnson's ad
ministration. He has followed up President Kennedy's Peace Corp Program.
He signed the Higher Education Facilities Act in 1963 and later announced
the establishment of scholarships to help raise the educational level of the
nation.

I

Diane Bergeson, sophomore from
President Johnson has traveled to 33 countries throughout his po Twin Valley:
litical career. He is acquainted with the needs of the world and believes
"I'm definitely for Lyndon Johnson.
in a reasoned agreement instead of aggression to keep the world in peace.
Sue Jorgenson, freshman from Moor
I believe that his philosophies and his
Jane Parker, sophomore from Detroit
The Tax Cut Bill of 1964 was signed by President Johnson with program are the best for the country. head:
Lakes:
the idea that it "means increasing income for almost every taxpayer and I believe he has proven himself a
'I'm supporting Johnson. The only
business in America."
capable leader."
thing I admire about Goldwater is
"I'm for Johnson because I believe
the fact that he's not a 'middle-of- he is the lesser of the two evils. He
Social Security is the best way of caring for the elderly, therefore
the-road man. I'd be leery to try out still carries some of Kennedy's po
President Johnson stands behind the sound and workable Social Security
anyone so radical. Johnson is the licies and too, we can't have an ex
Program.
lesser of the two evils."
tremist as head of the country."
With consideration for the nation President Johnson arranged for
money to fight poverty in all the stricken areas of the United States.
WILLIAM A. MEYER proudly presents
Agricultural abundance is a major aspect of the national economy
and must be considered carefully.

ne?W CHRISTY MINSTRELS

"Somehow, we must ignite a fire in the breast of this land, a flaming
spirit of adventure that soars beyond the ordinary and the contented and
really demands greatness from our society, and demands achievement in
our government." (From President Johnson's speech to the American Society
of Newspaper Editors)

Traditionally yours,
Bob Blaeser, sophomore from Mahno
men:
"I support Johnson because he's a
Democrat. Goldwater is too rash and
out of it. I feel Johnson is the better
man."

Fargo Civic Auditorium
Tickets Available
DAVEAUS: FARGO-MOORHEAD

$2.50 $3.50 $4.50

All Seats Reserved

Dr. Robert Nelson
DENTIST

DON TILLISH, MSC
from the

Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.

STRAUS SQUIRE SHOP

233-1564

Stop at the sign!

FOR YOUR WARDROBE

Time and Temperature at
a Glance

SEE

. . The Sign
of Complete
Modern
Banking
Service

AMERICAN
STATE

BANK
of 7J7oo*A*a<£

TIME

HAU,

d 3fvax&b
aOTHIMS

TEMPERATURE

American State Bank
"Your Friendly Home-Owned
Bank"
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Braving Younger Competition

Older Women Return To MSC
For ^Unfinished Business99
years have stolen good study habits. found it difficult to listen to the lec
tures at first and to study after 32
After a woman has been out of years away from it. "It is getting
active touch with a college classroom easier all the time, although I may
she feels like a misfit. Fears that she have a rude awakening at examina
will not be able to do the work nor tion time. It helps to talk things over
keep up with the pace assail her. with others my own age."
Perhaps, she will gingerly test her
Mrs. Ruth Knudson, the exuberant
self by sticking an experimental toe
into an evening classroom or a sum grandmother-president of Delta Pi
mer session. Usually she finds, to her Delta and a music major, says that
by Ruth Temple
surprise and great relief, that she "the experience of years gives a ma Political Science Grant: - Harry Marmion, left, director of field services,
Why do grandmothers, busy wives can do the work. But in the evening ture logic that younger folks don't
accepts a $100 check from Allan Rothstein whose father, Samuel Rothstein
and mothers return to college after class or summer workshop there have have."
of Moose Jaw, Sask. has established an annual $100 scholarship for a senior
contributing richly to society in their been many women more or less her
When a youngster, another had
respective roles? After an absence own age. When she considers full been told that she didn't have the majoring in political science.
from the classroorrt of ten to twenty- time attendance fears return. It will intelligence for college work. But she
five years isn't it rather presumptu be vastly different and she knows it. always wanted to attend. After 30
ous? Just why do they return?
She will be surrounded by teenagers. years she had a little talk with her
self. "Listen, gal, you've always want
Many do for we see them sprinkl Can she face that?
ed to go to college. If you're going,
ed throughout the MSC student body.
She finally decides that if she just
Their number is sufficiently large to keeps still in class it won't be too you'd better get going soon or you'll
warrant a separate organization. Delta bad. After all, even a fool is" con be twirling your thumbs in a rocker."
Pi Delta is devoted
de
especially to their sidered wise if he keeps his mouth She got going. At first in evening
A $100 scholarship, which will be during the winter quarter to a junior
educational and social welfare. Yes, shut. But she does long for somebody classes, "to see if I was as dumb as
I'd
been
told.
I
got
B's.
Then
I
took
awarded
annually to a junior whose and will be available to the student
many mature women are completing to talk with. This big step she is con
the "unfinished business" of their sidering may be more than she should a big leap and here I am. Sometimes, major or minor is in political science, for the first quarter of his senior year.
I sit in class and get butterflies in
college education at MSC.
has been established at Moorhead
attempt.
my tummy out of sheer fear I'll be
Two sons of Mr. Rothstein, Alan
Chief instigator of Delta Pi Delta
However, if she is determined she called on and my mind will go blank. State College bv Samuel H. Rothstein
when it was founded years ago at will grit her teeth and fill out the I've made up my mind to do the of Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.
and Arlan, are seniors at Moorhead
MSC was Mrs. Walter (Virginia) application blank. Registration day very best I possibly can for this is
The scholarship will be awarded State College.
Grantham, who until her death this comes, then classes. She feels rather my last opportunity."
year held the chair of Professor of foolish sitting at the feet of a pro
One says that school is harder
Languages and Literature at MSC.
fessor who is about the age of her now, more is expected than ten years
Fardx, a blend of
Mrs. Grantham, as Chairman of son whom she has just sent through ago. "I interrupted my studies to get
Higher Education of the Moorhead the university. But then, she is invit married and raise my family. I find
polyester
and cotton
branch of the American Association ed to a group of "retreads" like her that I tire more easily so it is more
self.
of University Women, made a
difficult to study. At the same time,
thorough study of continuing educa
She goes to her first meeting not I've been surprised at all that I have
tion by women on a national, state quite knowing what to expect. She been able to learn. I think I'll be a
and local level.
looks about the room and sees she better person for having come back.
As a result she felt that many wo is not alone. As each woman present My fear of being thrown in with a
men who had interrupted their col introduces herself, telling her major multitude of teenagers was mostly
lege education for various reasons and class status, calm reassurance generated in my own mind. On the
could become good teachers in the pushes aside the fear that has been whole I find them most considerate."
An MSC instructor declared that
public schools and thus greatly re clutching at her. For weeks and
lieve the shortage of teachers on both months she has been telling herself the formation of the Delta Pi Delta
the elementary and secondary school that this going back to study was for the encouragement of mature
levels. She firmly believed that these just her own crazy idea. Here now women in continuing education was
women held tremendous potential are others with the same desire. She perhaps "the best thing that Virginia
relaxes for she is quite normal. She Grantham ever did."
which they were not attaining.
turns to her neighbor to ask, "Why
Those who have gathered together
She especially wanted to lure back did you come back to college?"
within this group have indeed found
to the college classroom those who
Mrs. Alma Knapp, a MSC sopho encouragement through sharing their
had completed their child-bearing
and whose children were through or more in business education, states, "I mutual desires, hopes and fears. A
almost through school. Since a recent always wanted to go to college, but large measure of any success they
national survey puts this age at 35 the depression came along so I could might attain, they feel, is due to the
12 - $6.95 WREN
this indicates that most women would n't. Now my three children are 17, efforts of quiet, unassuming and cour
have from 20 to 30 years to devote 13 and 10 years so I began evening ageous Virginia Grantham. She ac
SHIRTS to be giv
to a teaching career. That same sur classes two years ago. I've had two complished the tasks to which she
vey reveals that most such women big problems: to regain correct study set herself and which she felt would
en away FREE.
have enduring meaning at MSC and,
already have had two years of col habits and my self confidence."
in
so
doing,
she
inspired
others
to
do
lege work.
STOP IN AND
"Nowadays, it takes two to make likewise.
But mature women returning to a living," declares Mrs. Lois BangsREGISTER FOR
Virginia Grantham told the first
the college classroom as students have berg, an English major. She, too, has
Delta
Pi
Delta
group,
"You
are
by
many common problems. They need three children between 7 and 17.
YOUR SHIRT TO
your presence at MSC living proof
to discuss and rethink them through
Another, Mrs. Evelyn Berger, a that a mature woman can return to
DAY
the understanding eyes of others. sophomore in elementary education,
the classroom successfully."
They need a common meeting place
where waning hopes can be revitaliz
ed and their fears laid aside.

Editor's note: The insight shown by
Ruth Temple into the fears, ambi
tions and problems of the older wo
man returning to a drastically chang
ed campus created in me a feeling of
pride in their courage. By reading
this story I believe we may gain in
understanding of this college and its
students.

Annual Political Science
Scholarship Established

It is not easy to return to class
rooms filled with eager keen-minded
teenagers, to know that their high
school preparation has far outstrip
ped your own, to discover that the

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
FOLK MUSIC
Every Friday and Saturday from 10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Religious Goods

PINKY'S PIZZA

FOR THE FINEST
IN ROSARIES, MISSALS,
ETC.

ACROSS FROM RED OWL

Shop

Hurley Religious
Goods, Inc.
622 - 2nd Ave. N.
Fargo* N. Dak.

Across from the Public Library

LOHN OPTICIANS
South Plaza
162 South University Drive
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA
COMPLETE OPTICAL
SERVICE
CONTACT LENSES
REPAIRS

Ph. 235-5185

Traditional Ivy-styled
SERVING PIZZA SANDWICHES

Farlx slacks for leisure,
sports, for most every

Celebrate Christmas and New Years in Hawaii!
Join the David Nammar HOLIDAY IN HAWAII

occasion. For extra long
wear and easy
washable care

be sura

t o g e t several pairs I n -

At

NORTH
BRIAR SHOP

Ivy Beige, Dark Olive, Black,

Char-Brown, Blue-Olive.

tour, leaving Fargo Dec. 22; returning Jan. 4.
WORLD WIDE TRAVEL AGENCY
NORTH DAKOTA AUTOMOBILE CLUB
18 South Eighth St.

Fargo

232-7441

N

ORTH,P3RT

MEN'S and BOYS'WEAR • 2710N.BDWY. FARGO. N.D
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Serves In Peace Corps

Wayne Nishek Relates
Experiences In Bolivia
by Ruth Temple
-

4

j

"Being able to work with persons
of another culture has been a most
rewarding experience," states Wayne
Nishek, junior in industrial arts from
Ellendale, North Dakota.
Wayne referred to his 20-month
tour in Bolivia with the Peace Corps.
There in the tropical village of Puerto
Chuelo, close to the Brazilian border,
Wayne grappled with community
problems and customs.
How this town of 3,000 got its
water system took most of Wayne's
efforts while there. To dig a deep
well system with pipe lines sounds
simple enough for a North Dakotan,
but it proved to be far from simple.
To begin with, nobody could see any
reason for such a system. Wayne had
first to sell the idea to the community
leaders.
An entire year passed just talking
individually to such men as the may
or, police chief, priest, school teacher
and a handful of the most well-to-do
merchants. When Wayne thought the
time ripe to get them together as a
group, only three showed up.
But Wayne doesn't give up easily.
After some head-scratching he con
tacted leaders from other towns where
similar systems had been installed.
Bringing them into Puerto Chuelo
he let them tell what they had done
in their own towns on the same
type of project. They discussed the
availability of materials, the plentiful
supply of hand labor and costs down
to every minute detail. Little by little
the idea caught on.
When the final spark fired the
Puerto Chuelo fathers into action, they
chose their own leaders. Through
them the community agreed to fur
nish all hand labor necessary to com
plete the job. The Bolivian government and the Alliance for Progress
shared alike, the cost of drilling and
curbing, pipes and transportation
from the States, as well as the skilled
labor.
Last July when Wayne left, a %"
pipe had been run into each patio of
every home, assuring all citizens of
Puerto Chuelo good running water
for the first time.
A community project which Wayne
started was the "4-S" club movement,
similar in purpose to our 4-H clubs.
About the only difference was the
presence of many children who serv
ed as interpreters for their parents,
the real clubbers, who did not speak
Spanish. Wayne speaks neither Aymara nor Quechua as so many of the
Indians do. Their children, however,
learn Spanish, the official language of
Bolivia, in school.
Another vital area in which Wayne
served was the training of rural school
teachers; this is a four-year program
into which he stepped and which con
tinues. In this, Peace Corpsmen work
directly through the Bolivian's govern
ment's rural school teachers.
This program attempts to demon
strate to the teachers the use of better
teaching methods. The stress is on
visual aids of various kinds, the utili
zation of local building materials in
the construction of simple latrines, the
reason for sanitation, the digging of
wells and the use of discarded pipe
casings left behind by oil companies
and how to cut and lay bamboo for
pipe lines. Since the rural school
teacher is usually the only person in
his immediate area who is somewhat
educated, he is, therefore, the re
cognized leader and the one to be
sold on these vital points.
Lately, the Bolivian government
has relocated many Aymara Indian

For quality in sound,

Magnavox Stereo's
priced For Every Budget

families from the Altiplano, near La
Paz, to the rich farming region around
Santa Cruz near Puerto Chuelo. On
the Altiplano they have scarcely eked
out a living with their flocks of thin
llamas and marble-sized potatoes. The
government, hopes, primarily, to im
prove their standard of living.
But such a move has brought about
many problems. First, the rarified air
at the better than 13,000 foot altitude
of the Altiplano did not build up re
sistance to tropical diseases prevalent
in the hot lowlands. As a result, the
incidence of smallpox soared among
the Indians. One of Wayne's good
deeds was to vaccinate hundreds. Up
on the Altiplano, infection seldom oc
curs. But the change to the hot,
humid climate teaming with insects
brought not only much infection, but
death. The people did not know how
to avoid infection. Still another fre
quent cause of death is the bite of
the coral snake.
Yes, my time in Bolivia with the
Peace Corps among these Indians has
increased my appreciation of them
and their ancient culture," repeated
Wayne;
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If one were to spend just one hour
in the Audio-Visual Center he would
find this statement to be very true.
The Audio-Visual Center, on the
main floor of Livingston Lord Libr
ary, provides classrooms for AudioVisual courses and facilities for book
ing, previewing, producing and serv
icing films, film strips, and other
audio-visual instructional materials.
The center maintains its own film
library, and prepares various kinds of
materials and presentations for in
structional use.
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MtioU. HOOK

The Ultimate in Fine
Barbering Service

We Cater To College
Students
For Appointment Call Us
at
235-9442

Broadway and N.P. Ave.
Fargo, North Dakota

AL returns to Channel 13. Featuring
lately recorded programs with host
Ralph Gleason, JAZZ CASUAL, which
will be seen every Monday evening on
KFME, is devotel to a relaxed dis
cussion as well as a substantial amount
of musical performance by the fea
tured jazz artist.
JAZZ CASUAL received many
laudatory comments when first offer
ed on KFME/Channel 13 last year.
Now a brand new series will be offer
ed featuring such stars as Mel Torme,
Art Pepper, the Benny Barth Trio.
Woody Herman and the Swingin'
Herd, and that great king of Jazz,
Louis, "Satchmo" Armstrong.
Jazz of a different nature will be
featured Monday evening, November
2nd, at 9:30, when KFME/Channel
13 presents AND ALL THAT JAZZ.
It's a special program about the live
ly world of jazz dancing. The pro
gram features commentary by Harry
Gelard with original music by Clyde
Cammello, John Carol and Mark
Spencer and performances by a dis
tinguished ensemble of dancers.
AND ALL THAT JAZZ traces
dancing from its origins in African
rhythm to the present with stops
along the way to pay tribute to the
contributions of Bill "Bojangles" Rob
inson, Fred Astaire, Gene Kelly, Ruth
St. Denis and Ted Shawan.
The program was produced by
KRMA, NET'S affiliate in Denver,
Colorado, AND ALL THAT JAZZ
was produced by Tom Mossman and
directed by James W. Case.

Off Campus Housing
Guides Establised

Marriage Is Topic
Of Discussion

The A-V Center is operated almost
The newly organized Canterbury
entirely by Mr. Peter Dart, the direc
tor, and Dr. Hamilton Lee. Mr. Dart Club of Moorhead State College will
is beginning his first year on, the meet Thursday, November 5, at 8
faculty at Moorhead State College. p.m. in Kise Commons, 102.
He originates from the University of
A discussion on mixed marriages
Iowa and describes himself as al will be held with the Rev. Tom Park,
most having his doctorate in speech. Rev. Paul Hanson and Father Jerome
expressing the views of their respec
The Audio-Visual Center's photo tive churches.
graphy department has been given
Canterbury is for all Episcopalian
students and anyone else who is in
terested in attending is welcome.

tie

KFME-TV To Present
"The Young Americans"

During the recent Labor Day week
end, thousands of American youths
took part in riots, fights and robberies
around the country. Why?
Stf: C\o*d>
Since 1960, thousands of American
WEEK.
youths have gone to Africa, to South
America and to other far-off lands
to serve in the Peace Corps. Why?
What is the force that drives some
of our Nation's youngsters to violent
and destructive action and others to
aiding less fortunate peoples of the
earth?
These are some of the questions
THE YOUNG AMERICANS, first
program in National Educational
Television's NET new monthly "Am
erica's Crises" series will seek to an
swer. THE YOUNG AMERICANS
presents a penetrating appraisal of
our nation's young people — their
views, their world, their search for
identity. THE YOUNG AMERI
CANS, premiere's November 2, Mon
day, at 7:30 on KFME/Channel 13.
NET took its cameras to the beach
es, the resort towns, the colleges, high
schools and other places where young
people can be found. THE YOUNG
AMERICANS are talked to, listened
to and discussed on this premiere pro
gram by knowledgeable experts.
Particular emphasis is placed on
some specific aspects of their behavior
—their "sub-culture", styles, activities,
th eir attitudes on sex and on educa
tion. THE YOUNG AMERICANS is
a hard-hitting, detailed look at these
important young people in our society.
November 9, at 9:30, JAZZ CASU
the responsibility of creating "publi
city" pictures for MSC. The past week
they have been producing pictures
for the new student handbook and
some special photographical work is
being done for Kiss Me, Kate, the allschool musical. Photography and other
special production work is done by
Mr. Dart and Rick Vierzba, his stu
dent helper.
This year saw the inception of a
Mr. Dart also mentioned that when new set off-campus housing guide
the Fine Arts Buildings is completed lines. Generally, they state that the
it will have a closed-circut television householder and the student both have
station in it and that he will be teach rights and responsibilities. The ho
ing the students the basics of tele useholder should provide adequate
vision and movie making.
ly for the student and make definite
agreements with him in advance about
any possible controversy. The student
is to exercise respect and good judge
ment for his landlord and his apart
ment.

Audio-Visual Center
Provides Valuable Aids
The Audio-Visual Center's duties
are many and diversified," says Mr.
Peter Dart, Audio-Visual department
head, "we never know quite what
we'll be doing next."

From Riots To Jazz

UCCF will meet November 5 at
7:00 p.m. in Hagen Auditorium. Dr.
Reed from the department of Coun
seling and Guidance will speak on
marriage.

DRS. ROSTAD
& ROSTAD

the cards were returned, the apart
ments were placed on the List ol
Registered Facilities in the Student
Personnel Office.
Though there was a good response
in returning the cards, the majority
did not sign the statements.

Besides exceptions of students and
householders, the guidelines state pre
ferred terms of rental agreement, in
formation regarding illness or acci
dents of the student, and general in
Henry Dux, Dean of Students, and
formation. Copies may be obtained
Mrs. Eileen Hume, Dean of Women,
from the Student Personnel Office.
felt the need for off-campus regula
tions to be set up for two reasons:
to spell out the college's position on
GET YOUR CHRISTMAS
off-campus housing, and to alleviate
RESERVATIONS EARLY—
discrimination that has been practiced
against minority groups seeking hous
30S Broadway — Fargo, N. Dak.
ing.
Make Reservations Now—
No money necessary until you
During the summer copies of the
pick up your ticket.
guidelines were sent to owners of all
OUR SERVICE IS FREE
off-campus places in which students
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
lived last year. Along with these were
TRANSPORTATION NEEDS—
sent cards requesting information
Reed
about the apartments and statements
to be signed, promising that the ho
useholders would follow the guide
lines and avoid discrimination. When

WATCH FOR

419 1st Avenue No.
Moorhead, Minnesota

"THE WINNOWING FLOOR'

Telephone 233-1754

-OPENING SOON-

Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students-U.S. Citizens
NEEDING NOMINAL FINANCIALJELP TO COMPLETE THEIR EDUCATION THIS
ACADEMIC YEAR *- AND THEN COMMENCE WORK — COSIGNERS REQUIRED.
SEND TRANSCRIPT AND FULL DETAILS OF YOUR PLANS AND REQUIREMENTS TO
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
610-612 ENDICOTT BLDG., ST. PAUL 1, MINN.
A NON-PROFIT CORP

— UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE
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GOD'S WORD, HIS GRACE, OUR FAITH
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1, IS REFORMATION SUNDAY

Trinity Lutheran, 2nd at 7th invites you
to worship
8:30, 9:45, 11:00 A.M.

TOOK & LISTEN" AT

O

THE RITE OF CONFIRMATION AT 11:00 A.M.

"DAVEAU'S"

U
S

HOLY COMMUNION AT 6:30 P.M.

616 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.

•

6th & Main — Moorhead

YOU ARE WELCOME
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''The Bye-Bye-Booze-Blues"

Social Circles

City Commissions Accept
Identification Card Plans
Starting about Dec. 1, in the FargoMoorhead area there will be a uni
form identification system for those
over 21 wishing to purchase liquor.
This plan will, if it receives the pro
mised support of on-off sale liquor
dealers, require 21 years old and over,
both male and female, to purchase
approved I.D. cards at a cost of
$1.50. The cards will become the sole
responsibility of the Fargo-Moorhead
police departments and then be the
ONLY identification neccessary for
the service of liquor.
Obviously grandad won't need a
card and in the eyes of the salesman
if you look older than 21, it won't be
necessary to produce yours. Yet,
though the purchase of these I.D.'s is
not mandatory, without one you may
encounter a long series of disappoint
ments in trying to purchase the old
six-pack.
Basically the plan aids the liquor
dealers and those who don't appear
to match that inequivocal mark of
maturity. The former is helped to the
extent that if the approved I.D. shows
the holder to be 21, and is found to
be younger, the error is the police
department's and the dealer is not
held responsible. Thus a past burden
is off the shoulders of the liquor
salesman. The latter is saved from
the embarrassment of producing
draft card, drivers license, and a
whole bevy of supporting proof of
age. Any information (Blood-type—
Religion, etc.) can be added before
lamination to give the card additional
significance-to-the-holder. Thus-thecost may actually serve a consider
ably-broader-purpose.

Nine Coeds Attend
AWS Convention

by Jean Wilson

dents at Concordia (believe it or not),
N.D.S.U., and M.S.C. have obviously
)rovided a few headaches, but the
argest percentage of the trouble is
from local sources. As such, those at
M.S.C. who are affected should re
spect the effort being made by the
authorities and cooperate as much as
deemed necessary. Those under 21
will have to carry-on without "it", or
begin an unprecedented underground
smuggling task; but while keeping in
mind the increasingly strict penalties
imposed on those buying for as well
as those who are under age.

f

Whether or not the system works
or will inevitably lose its initial effects
isn't of our direct concern, but we
can at least do our part to make it
easier for its progressive operation.
And, apparently if we want our Sat
urday night beer, we are going to
need the I.D.'s—unless of course any
of us are at the white hair stage.

TKE Province Meet
To Be Held At MSC
Iota Epsilon chapter of Tau Kappa
Epsilon will hold a Teke Provincial
Leadership Conference here at Moor
head State on November 21 and 22.
Participating chapters from this pro
vince will be those from Dickinson
State College, North Dakota State
University, the University of North
Dakota, Minot State Teachers Col
lege, and the University of Manitoba.

The Inter-Sorority and Inter-Fraternity councils have set November
18-21 as the dates for Greek Week. The social sororities and fraternities
are working together in planning events for these four days. The Greeks
will be wearing buttons to publicize the Week.

AWS, an organization which acts
as a governing instrument as well as
a means of socializing, stresses scho
larship, leadership, citizenship among
st its society members. This year's
convention, which will have tri-state
The Greeks will also sponsor the Fine Arts Series scheduled for representation, has scheduled national
the 20th. Featured will be John Williams, famed classical guitarist.
AWS officers as main speakers. The
association lists goals they wish to
Indefinite plans include a carnival which will possibly be held the
evening of the 18th in Flora Frick gym. The Greeks will sponsor booths achieve as:
and various activities for the event.
1. Training to improve leadership.

Some definite plans have already been made. They include a con
vocation featuring Dr. Costanzo, head of the language department, on the
18th. On the afternoon of the 19th, an informal faculty tea will be held
in Ingleside.

Thursday, the 19th, will set aside for an activity placing the
2. Creating an inspiring atmos
emphasis on religion. This will be a movie or possibly a panel discussion. phere to revitalize existing AWS or
ganizations.
A formal dance is in the process of being planned for the 21st. As
yet, no plans have been made as to where it will be held, or what band
3. Familiarizing each school with
will play.
national AWS.
This gives you a sketchy idea as to what will, generally, take place
4. Comparing projects such as
during the week. Out of curiosity, I asked some students what they thought Orientation Week.
of a Greek Week at MSC. Answers were, "Sounds like fun . . . should have
Our delegates, representative of the
a formal dance anyway . . . haven't heard much about it . . . good way to
five women's sororities, off-campus
mingle independents and Greeks."
commission, women's dormitory com
One guy I asked, looked at me with a frown on his face and said, mission, WRA and SAI, and who will
"What's a Greek?"
be accompanied by Mrs. Hume, Dean
of Women, will get first hand infor
mation on how to run an effective
organization and what the purposes
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity announces the marriages of Brian and duties of AWS are, with the hope
Johnson to Lois Karlstrom, Rollin Solleim to Bonnie Nelson and John of establishing an AWS chapter at
Rotella to Jan Sauer. The pinning is announced of Mike Lestina, president Moorhead State College.
of STG to Gretchen Holler, Long Prairie.

KMSC
Ruthie Pierce, Psi Delta Kappa, has been chosen to represent the
sorority at the AWS convention.

"The purpose of this conference is
to give each Teke chapter an opport
unity to meet with other Tekes to
Gamma Phi Beta sorority is having their annual Halloween dance
discuss various phases of fraternity
life," explained Jerry Kjorlien, chap on Saturday night. It will be at Kise Commons from 8:30 to 12:00
The local City Boards plan to pur ter prytanis (president).
chase a camera and lamination equip
Activities will include group dis
ment for the pictures and for the
Flowers for all
security of alteration. The total ex cussions concerning the diverse as
occasions
penses are to be allayed by the pur pects of chapter activity, a banquet
421 First Avenue
which
will
feature
as
guest
speaker
chasing cost of the cards. In order
Moorhead
to qualify for the I.D., an official an officer from the TKE National
birth certificate and two letters of Office, and the Greek Week Dance
Phone 233-1373
Phone 233-1941
personal cognizance ascertaining the to be held that weekend.
age of the applicant wil be neces
sary. The letters are to be from local
citizens (parents included) who will
be responsible if the birth record
should check out as false. A ten
year old may apply and be granted
JV RICHARD
—— THEATRE —
one of course, but the date of birth
will identify him as such.

L. F. REMARK
D.D.S.

BRIGGS FLORAL

MOORHEAD

What does this mean to students
at M.S.C.? Well, as can be determined
from the alleged necessity of the
system, the local authorities have
been plagued with effects of under
age liquor sales for some time. Stu-

Dr. Eugene L. Oakley
OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined — Classes Fitted

CONTACT LENSES
Evenings By Appointment
DIAL 233-1798
310 Main Ave., Moorhead

Campus Coed
Week of Oct. 30 — Nov. 4

PAM OSCARSON
SOPHOMORE
from
Henning, Minnesota
Sponsored by
TOWN AND COUNTRY
FLOWERS

NOW SHOWING!

Starting Friday for 7 Big Days . . .
HERE IT IS!! THE ONE
YOU HAVE BEEN
ASKING FOR!!

CHEERED & HONORED

At The Cannes Film Festival,
It Deserves Its Accolades!"
-THE NEW YORK TIMES

209 Broadway, Fargo
Three New Steaks
Added To Menu
6:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Open 7 Days A Week

Nine delegates from women's or
ganizations at Moorhead State College
will attend the annual convention for
the Association of Women Students
to be held at the University of North
Dakota in Grand Forks on October
31, 1964.

BARBARA
BARRIE
BEST ACTRESS
AWARD
CANNES FILM
FESTIVAL!

"BERNIE
HAMILTON
IS SPLENDID!"

"ONE pawn
TIM P0HT0-

— The Htw Yorker

Starring

Barbara Barrie

and introducing

Cannes Film Festival) and
also starring

Bernie Hamilton

Richard Mulligan I Harry Bellaver Marti Mericka

"r™-Wan*

ESMOND

WAGNER'OBRIEN
ROXY

"Pardee"

CINEMASCOPE • COLOR

IT

DE LUXE

STARTING SAT. EVE.
BIG DOUBLE FEAT.!
CHAJim K. FtlDMM mum > .omu maxim

_ TTOT

SUZANNE

rm»

I0IHHBE PLESHEITE McBJUR

A
DISTANT
TRUMPET

WILLIAM SUSANNAH
HOLDEN YORK
GAPUCINE
•• Dhana

TECHNICOLOR^ UNITED ARTISTS

AND STARTING WED. NOV. 4

October

30, 1964
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Dragons Shell 'Cloud;
Finish Second In NIC
After winning three conference con
tests by a cumulative total of three
points, Moorhead State College ham
mered winless St. Cloud State 25-0
Saturday at Selke Field but was forc
ed to settle for second place in the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference
with a 4-1 mark.
The Dragons needed a Mankato
victory over Winona, but the upstart

MSC Wrestling
Moorhead State College's newest sport, cross-country, came to a close re
cently when the Dragon harriers dualed Valley City. Components of the
Dragon cross-country squad include, left to right front row: Jerry Searle,
Marv Gunderson, and Steve Beck. Back row: Rollie Oelfke, coach Hallie
Gregory and Bob Domek.

Cage Drills Open
Thirty-eight prospects, including 11 ly hampered by injuries last year; and
transfers or upperclassmen reported guard Jerry Hegna, Granite Falls, who
for the opening of basketball drills hasn t joined team as yet because of
at Moorhead State College. One past football injury.
letterwinner was included — Wally
Hegna was a second team all-lea
Halbakken of Pelican Rapids — who gue choice last year and is expected
lettered in 1962-63 season.
to be considered strongly for a start
Freshman prospects include Mike ing guard spot with either Wermager,
Hopkins, 6-4, Staples; Gary Larson, who hails from Twin Valley, or Erwin
6-5, Moorhead; Gary McGrath, 6-3, (Cactus) Warner, fast-moving guard
Mound; Lawrence Brustad, 5-10, Bag- from Halstad. Warner had sickness
ley; Stephen Haug, 5-9, Ada; Jim problems last year, but MacLeod fi
Hanson, 6-1, Benson; Steve Tomljano- gures on his services heavily this year.
vich, 6-0, Crosby-Ironton; Barry ButOther varsity players expected back
zow, 5-10, Van Buren, N.Y.; Hank
are Bernie Larson, Moorhead; Chuck
Riehm, 5-10, St. Paul (Monroe).
Terry Olson, 6-0, Ashby; Tim Mar- Perunko, Warren, Ohio; Jim Hennen,
sten, 5-10. Moorhead (MSC High); Wheaton, who played with the junior
Mac McDowell, 6-1, Park Rapids; varsity last year; Fred Dierks, Park
Bob Durkop, 5-8, Grandin, N.D.; Ron Rapids, a member of the junior varsity
Kruse, 6-1, Maynard; Alan Anderberg, last year; Rod Landblom, Fargo
6-0, Lake Bronson; and Douglas (Shanley), a jayvee squad member
last season.
Noyes, 6-1M, Barnesville.
Ross Fortier will serve as jayvee
Other candidates are Hans Borstad,
6-3, Detroit Lakes; Charles Johnson, basketball coach. He is a North Da
6-3, Montevideo; Don Smutzler, 6-2, kota State University grad and is
Minot, N.D.; Halbakken, 6-4, Pelican doing work on his master's degree at
Rapids; and Gary Senske, 6-4, Per- Moorhead State. He replaces Jack
Desotelle, who last obtained his mas
ham.
"We plan to keep approximately ters while attending MSC. Desotelle
15 on the frosh squad," Coach Larry will be the new head basketball coach
MacLeod said. Varsity drills opened at Shanley High School in Fargo
Monday, Oct. 26. Four starters are where he has been also serving as a
expected back from a team which football assistant.
finished second in the Red River
MacLeod figures on several of the
Classic. They include forward Pete transfers to make his varsity team.
Lysaker, Detroit Lakes, all-Northern "Right now I plan on keeping 15
Intercollegiate Conference, NIC scor varsity players and probably taking
ing champ and Most Valuable Player 10 or 12 on our road trips," the MSC
in the Red River Classic; center Jim skipper commented. "We'll put a little
Jahr, Alexandria; guard Don Wermag- premium on making the trips that
er, a second team all-league choice way, and make competition on our
during 1962-63 season who was great ' own squad much keener."

Dragon Along
Although Sig Magnuson has seen little action for Moorhead State
thus far, he is the current scoring leader for the Dragons after his
Saturday's performance against St. Cloud.
Magnuson vaulted past Steve Duginski in the scoring derby with
his second and third touchdowns of the current campaign against St.
Cloud. Magnuson now has totaled 18 points compared to Duginski's 14.
On the strength of his great performance Saturday, halfback Dick
Schubbe of Richfield has moved, atop the offensive rushing statistics.
Schubbe has accounted for 315 yards rushing thus far for an average of
4.1 yards per carry. Duginski is second with 296 yards in 106 carries.
Jerry Hegna is third with 215 yards on 61 attempts.
Quarterback Kevin Wimmer leads the Dragon passing parade with
441 yards on 40 completions out of 103 attempts. Wimmer however, has
had 13 passes intercepted.
Schubbe leads the receivers with 11 receptions for 140 yards in
seven games. Joe Boche has caught 10 for 88 yards while Dennis Bertek
has picked off nine for 111 yards.
Joe Bentz, recently installed as the Dragon punter, has been paying
off huge dividends. The sophomore defensive stalwart has averaged 38.5
-yards per kick thus far.
Freshman speedster Marv Walter of Plummer has returned eight
kickoffs for 199 yards for an average of 24.9 per return. His longest jaunt
was 38 yards. Jim Berg of Milaca has returned seven punts for 55 yards.
Bemidji halfback Don Thompson copped the Northern Intercollegiate
Conference scoring crown with 30 points on the five touchdowns. Mankato
halfback Bruce Johnson placed second with 18 points, all scored against
St. Cloud State in 'Kato's only conquest. Dragons Lee Fawbush and Sig
Magnuson tied for sixth with two touchdowns each.

Larry Larson, who served as sports editor of the Mistic and Sports
Information Director at Moorhead State for the past three years, has been
forced to drop from school this fall due to illness. He is currently hospitalized
at Douglas County Hospital in Alexandria but is expected to return winter
quarter. I'm sure Larry would appreciate hearing from students.

Warriors of Winona completed their sive attack and the return to promin
stunning rise from last place to first ence of quarterback Kevin Wimmer
in the NIC as they dumped 'Kato, figured prominently in the Dragon
triumph.
7-6.
Dick Schubbe, the senior halfback
MSC's victory was a combination from Richfield, triggered the Moor
of several ingrediants. The trademark head backfield artillery. Schubbe
of Moorhead's recent surge, brutal punctured the Huskie fortification for
defense, was once again clearly evi 139 yards in 19 carries, an average
dent. But along with this Dragon hall of nearly seven yards a carry.
mark, crisp blocking, a bruising offenSchubbe, sidelined with a knee
injury at the outset of the third quar
ter, returned for further duty in the
fourth period and carried for eight
yards. The two-sport Dragon star also
delivered MSC's second touchdown
when he knifed across from the one
in the second quarter.
Wimmer, summoned to duty early
in the contest, handled the Dragons'
attack calmly and guided the visitors
to three touchdowns. The senior sign
al-caller from Litchfield confused the
Huskies all afternoon with his decep
Garland is very optimistic about tive handoffs and accurate passing.
Wimmer completed eight passes
his crop of freshmen. "These are the
finest freshmen, academically and against St. Cloud State for 84 yards.
The spirited Dragons never were
athletically, that I have had since I
behind following the game's first play.
came to Moorhead State."
The personable Dragon head men Huskie halfback Ron Palmer fumbled
tor expects Mankato to be the tough the opening kickoff and was submerg
est foe on the MSC conference slate ed by a wave of Dragon tacklers be
while Oklahoma State will undoubt fore sophomore end Joe Bentz of
edly be the strongest foe on the Clearfield, Pa. pounced on the ball
Dragon schedule. Oklahoma State in the end zone to quickly install
copped the NCAA crown last spring MSC in the lead.
Wimmer and Schubbe paced Moor
with a record 87 points.
Two-time Indianna state high head State to its second touchdown
school wrestling champion, Ray in the second quarter after starting
Webb, left Dragonland recently and on the St. Cloud 46. With Schubbe
returned to Bloomington, Indianna, doing most of the carrying, the Dragdue to an illness in his family. He is son penetrated to the Huskie two.
Seconds later, Schubbe tallied from
not expected to wrestle this year.
the one and John Theisen booted the
extra point.
In the second half, Dragon reserves
continued the onslaught.
Sig Magnuson, reserve back from
Hendrum, replaced Steve Duginski in
the second half and scored two touch
downs. The junior halfback grabbed

NAIA Champions
Start Mat Practice
Forty-two candidates reported for
the opening of wrestling practice at
Moorhead State College recently as
the Dragons prepare to defend the
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA) wrestling crown they
won last spring.
Coach Bill Garland, NAIA Coachof-the-Year, had nine juniors, eight
sophomores and 25 freshmen report
ing for the opening of drills. No
seniors are on the squad.
Six lettermen from last year's potent
powerhouse return. They include
NCAA heavyweight runner-up Bob
Billberg of Waukegan, Illinois; Rap
hael Gonshorowski,
junior from
Greenbush; Rick Kelvington of Wash
ington, Pa., returning to school after
a year's absence; Jim Dreitzler, 130pound NAIA champion from Ithaca,
N.Y., and juniors Buddy Starks and
John Rotella.

Intramural
Meets Set

Included in the cast of talented
freshmen are four state champions
and eight place winners in highschool wrestling competition. Garland
Roy Domek, director of intramural
expects at least three freshmen to
athletics at Moorhead State College,
crack the starting lineup.
has announced that handball and
The Dragons open their mat sche volleyball tournaments have been ar
dule against North Dakota State Uni ranged and will be held in November.
versity on December 9 at Nemzek The exact date has not yet been set.
Field. MSC will conduct an intraStudents wishing to enter in the
squad scrimmage open to the public intramural handball singles tourney
following the MSC-Concordia basket must sign up before November 4 at
ball game at Nemzek on December Nemzek while the registration dead
1. The meet will start around 9:00. line for the volleyball tourney is also
set for November 4.
These tournaments are just a part
of the vast intramural program at
Moorhead State. Flag football was re
cently completed with the Sigma Tau
Gamma fraternity copping the cham
pionship.
During the winter season, Domek
Moorhead State College's youthful
cross-country squad closed their sea plans intramural basketball, badmin
son recently with a dual meet against ton, handball, volleyball and possibly
Valley City, a meet won by the home- bowling, if enough student response
is shown.
standing Vikings.
"We'd like to organize a bowling
The Dragon harriers entered in six league," Domek stated. "If we can
meets this season, two duals and four get about six teams we could run a
invitationals. In the recently staged Saturday morning league." All those
North Dakota State University in interested are asked to get in touch
vitational, MSC placed second behind with Domek at Nemzek Hall.
the NDSU Bison. Concordia was
During the spring, such activities as
third.
indoor track, Softball and golf are
Five underclassmen, including three staged. Domek would also like to
freshmen, have done the bulk of the organize tennis competition, but little
running for the Dragons. Squad mem student response has been shown in
bers included Bob Domek, a junior the past.
from Moorhead; Steve Beck, a sopho
more from Henning; Marv Gunderson,
a freshman from Ada; Jerry Searle,
freshman from Alexandria; and Rollie
Oelfke, freshman from Frazee.

Harriers End
'64 Season

Most of the meets the Dragons
entered were set up on courses of
three to four miles. The Northern In
tercollegiate Conference, of which the
Dragons are a member, has no cross
country meet on their agenda.

Sig Magnuson
a 14-yard touchdown pass from Wim
mer in the third period and bolted 13
yards for another TD in the final
period.
The interior Dragon line, led by
tackles Lyle Vogt and A1 Berglund,
guards Pat Fitzgerald and Wayne
Theusch and center Dennis Kapets
laid the groundwork for the offensive
production with sound blocking while
MSC's defense limited St. Cloud to
40 yards rushing.
Moorhead State outgained St.
Cloud 240-40 on offensive rushing
and totaled 324 yards against the
Huskies' 81. The Dragons also ac
cumulated 18 first downs against St.
Cloud's five.

TOM HOLTER

FLOYD LECY

Coach Hallie Gregory looks for a
much improved squad next year.
"With these five boys returning to
lead the freshmen candidates, we
should be greatly improved."

TOM HOLTER announces the association of Joe Nosal to
the staff of barbers.

According to Gregory, cross-coun
try is the most-demanding of all the
sports. "It takes an exceptional boy
to compete. There is little glory and
no relief, just continual running for
about 20 or 25 minutes."

Holiday Barber Shop

TOM. FLOYD and JOE invite you to stop in at one of the
newest shops in Moorhead where you'll find excellent bar
bers. and the newest of equipment!

Open • A.M. to 5:10 P.M. Toot, thru Sat.

HOLIDAY MALL SHOPPING CENTER

South Moorhead

233-7904
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Mistic Editors Attend
Journalism Convention
by Donna Larson
The Associated Collegiate Press
opened its fortieth annual convention
in Chicago, Illinois Thursday, Oct
ober 22. Thirteen hundred journalism
students and their advisors represent
ing 416 collegiate publications in 41
states, Canada and the District of
Columbia converged on the Conrad
Hilton Hotel in Chicago for the three
day convention.
The conference was designed to
cover three areas of collegiate pub
lications separately, the newspaper,
the magazine and the yearbook.
Max Shulman, author of six novels
including Rally Round the Flag Boys,
The Tender Trap, Barefoot Boy with
Cheek and the television series "The
Many Loves of Dobie Gillis," high
lighted the convention with his speech
at the luncheon Saturday.
Mr. Shulman's speech, "How to be
a writer or Oblivion Made Simple"
presented the career of a writer with
its ups and downs to the 1300 pro
spective journalists.
The convention climaxed with the
presentation of the PACEMAKER
awards, given annually to outstanding
college newspapers throughout the
country. The Minnesota Daily, pub
lished by the University of Minnesota
received one of the coveted awards
given at this year's convention.
Moorhead State College and the
Mistic were represented by its edi
torial staff, Diane Disse, Roger Bai
ley, Dana Miller and Larry Scott, and
a staff reporter Donna Larson and the
Mistic advisor Mr. Roger Hamilton.
The Mistic staff found it most ad
vantageous to attend courses designed
specifically for collegiate newspapers.

The Basic Newspaper Course, con
ducted by Sam Kuczun, an instruc
tor in journalism from the University
of Minnesota, dealt with such prob
lems as staff recruitment, digging out
the unobvious news stories on the
campus, and how to interview.
Professor Melvin J. Mencher, of
the graduate school of Journalism,
Columbia University, New York,
spoke on feature stories and editorial
possibilities of the college newspaper,
in a fashion reminicent of Dr. Joseph
Satin, a former Moorhead State Col
lege faculty member.
Student panels discussed such
topics as "Should college newspapers
endorse political candidates?" "The
Campus Right to Know", "Keeping
a Staff Happy", and "Good Sports
Coverage".
Make-up, typography and advertis
ing were covered in numerous ses
sions during the convention with ma
terial pertinent to these vital fields of
a college newspaper.
Dr. E. Ray Nichols, president of the
University of the Seven Seas, spoke
about the unique experiment of a
floating university and offered this
mobile campus as a solution to better
world relations.
Prize winning collegiate newspa
pers, magazines and yearbooks were
on display to the students during the
conference in addition to commercial
exhibits by publishers and photo
graphers.
Student interest and know-how
combined with learned and enthusi
astic speakers and panels to make
this convention a worthwhile learn
ing experience. Sessions ran long as
students shared their experiences and
problems in college journalism.

Dr. Miller Speaker

KMSC Listeners
Please Note
Due to Transmitter difficulties,
our listeners have had trouble re
ceiving KMSC Radio. A new trans
mitter has been purchased and
will be installed upon arrival from
the manufacturer. KMSC wishes to
apologize for this inconvenience
to our listeners. Full power broad
casting will be resumed by next
week.
KMSC Management

Dr. Tonn Appointed
To State Committee
In the basement of Dahl Hall, sur
rounded by "No Men Allowed" signs,
is the office of Dr. Martin Tonn.
Tonn, the Moorhead State College
coordinator of special education, had
an honor bestowed upon him in Sep
tember. Minnesota Governor Karl
Rolvaag appointed him to a position
on a state committee for mental re
search, thus testifying that Tonn's
ability is known.
The committee will hold its first
meeting in St. Paul during November
at the Centennial building. It will
fneet every other month. With com
mittee members from other cities,
Tonn will be a part of the "task
force". He will seek to find ways to
improve conditions for the retarded.
This committee is the result of
legislation passed during the tenure
of President Kennedy.' Each state was
granted federal funds to prevent
mental retardation.
Dr. Tonn received his Doctor of
Philosophy degree in August from the
State University of Iowa. He came
to Moorhead State College in 1957
and is the author of several articles
on mental health.

Fencing Scene at State WRA Convention

WRA Sponsors Intramural
Program For MSC Women

They were intrumental in provid
ing a program for thirteen colleges
wbich included sixty-five students
and twelve faculty advisors. This pro
gram, according to Miss Mary Mont
gomery of the Women's Phy. Ed.
Department was, "superior to any stu
dent conference I have attended."

Jim Shasky

Contact lenses

Stationery
Office Supplies

Civil Defense Sub-Committee-two stu
dents
Jim Benedict
Beth Hanson
Clayton Johnson
Dave Stowman

Moorhead

D
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ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING RINGS

S Y M M E T R Y
F R O M S 1 2 5

AT

Fargo-Moorhead

Rube Beyer

PHONE US FOR APPOINTMENT
Dial 233-3581
8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Tuesday through Saturday
Free Parking in Back
913 Main Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.

HalduduX
614 CENTER AVE. - MOORHEAD, MINN.
HALLOWEEN AND THANKSGIVING
CARDS AND PARTY ITEMS

THESE FINE S T O R E S

Exclusive in

DOKKEN'S BARBER SHOP

Optometrist

Printing

Commencement-one student
Arlene Pederson
Dale Larson

Special recognition should go to
Barbara Jacobson, conference presi
dent, and Karolyn Lee, Women's Re
creation President at Moorhead State
College. The conference was further
do not wish to actively participate
in the sports offered may help to strengthened in its purpose by the
assistance of Carol Kistinger, Karen
organize the activities. The WRA is
Longman, Shannon Mjelde, and Judy
not a substitute for a sorority, how
Sly.
ever; it is an organization for women
interested in sports and games.

Part of this fee goes to support the
WRA, and if you haven't already in
The WRA sponsored six events the
vestigated this organization, perhaps
past week. Among those activities
the time has come.
which have been or are being offered
All college students need a change to all students are open swimming,
of pace. Thus the Physical Educa gymnastics, track and field, basket
tion Department at MSC provides an ball, volleyball, badminton, archery,
intramural program for women, in tennis, field hockey and synchronized
tercollegiate competition in many wo swimming.
men's sports and an organization for
Any women interested in new
collegians who wish to plan and work
together through the Women's Re sports, dorm competition, co-ed parti
cipation or any who have questions
creation Association.
about the present activities of the
Girls may take part in any one group are asked by the Department
or more of the three phases of the of Physical Education to contact Mrs.
Association, which is headed by Miss Anne Ray, adviser for the WRA, or
Karolyn Lee, president. Those who her assistant, Miss Lynn Turner.

233-1743
315 Center Ave.

Honors Convocation-one student
Sharon Moser
Lois Amundson
Marjorie Frazee

Plant and Development-one student
Ken Moe
Jewett Benson

A number of Moorhead State Col
lege students attended the State Ath
letic-Recreation Federation for Col
lege Women Conference, Oct. 23, 24
at Camp Courage near Annandale,
Minnesota. They served as WRA re
presentatives and as hostesses.

Dr. Charles S. Robinson

In keeping with the theme of "The
Teaching of Writing in Elementary
and Secondary Schools," Dr. Miller
spoke on the topic, "Recent Research
in the Teaching of Composition on
the Secondary Level." He stressed
the importance of intensive reading
as an aid to the ability to write well,
also stating that teachers spend too
much time on workbook exercises
and not enough time on actual
(Continued from page 1)
writing.
Athletics-three students
Dr. Miller concluded that the
Mary Gainor
teaching of formal grammar has little,
Roger Bailey
if any, effect on writing ability, point
Neil Starks
ing out that there is a great deal of
Jane Parker
research yet to be done on the effect
Kevin Quinn
ive teaching of composition.
Larry Scott
Dr. Miller served as associate
Dining Service-five students (Men's chairman of the National Council of
and Women's Dormitory Commission Teachers of English committee, "The
State of Knowledge about Compo
ers are automatic appointments)
sition," which did research which
Fran Delaney
culminated in the book, "Research
Berva Plummer
in Written Composition." This book
Joe Simons
contains most of what is presently
Yvonne Wagner
known about composition and its
Mark Klaasen
teaching.
Ed Selness
The Minnesota Council of Teach
Harold Peryhl
ers of English was formed in 1960 and
Jean Larson
presently has nearly 1,000 members.
Ron Bernside
Dr. Miller served as president of
Student Conduct-two students
this organization from 1961-62, and
Don Sweeney
Mr. Duane Scribner, also of the
Bob Woodbury
Moorhead State College faculty, has
Thomas Bahr
been elected president for 1964-65.
Roger Schultz
Fran Delaney
Mike Lestina
Ann Eidal
Dorothy Donley
Nona Kipp

Dr. Joseph Miller, associate proffessor of English at Moorhead State
College was one of the speakers at the
Northern Division Conference of the
Minnesota Council of Teachers of
English which was held recently at
Bemidji State College.

S. C. Nominates —

WRA Sponsors
State Meeting

Are you one of the 1200 women
on the Moorhead State campus who
are not getting their money's worth
from their ten dollar activity fees?

Composition Research
Aired At Bemidji Meeting

On,arlinson s

WRA Gymnastics

Cjtwelart it SilversmilUt

Greeting Cards
Party Goods
Gifts

POUWTM STHfET AT CCNTCM AVCNUC

MOORHEAD. MINNESOTA

MINNESOTA
Duluth, Skogg's Jewelers
Forest Lake, Carter's Jewelry
Luverne, Herreid's Jewelry
Minneapolis, Apache Jewelers
Minneapolis, Becklund Jewelers
Moorhead, Martinson Jewelers
Northfield, Glenn Swenson, Jeweler
Owatonna, Art Vesterby Jewelers
St. Cloud, Bachman Jewelers
Wayzata, Miller Jewelry
Willmar, Elmquist Jewelry

NORTH DAKOTA
Dickinson, Dymon Jewelers
Grand Forks, Willey's Jewelry
Valley City, A. Bossert, Jeweler
SOUTH DAKOTA
Brookings, Beatty's Jewelry
Sioux Falls, J. H. Bechtold Inc.

